
Fresh through the day with "Miss Perfect" 
 
The 'Form &amp; Funktion' range from Fräulein Perfekt, extended figure-shaping models that 
can be seen on the knowledge of modern women and skillfully stage their curves. Depending 
on the model position, the understanding increases by up to one size, of course with constant 
freedom of movement. 

The seamless styles of body with molded multicups and molded shirt, high briefs and trousers 
with legs have always been among the bestsellers in this segment of the brand. For summer 
2019, Apparel Partners, who sell this in-house label worldwide, are now announcing - in the 
true sense of the word - cool news: While previously only the high slip was made from the 
performance fiber Nilit-Breeze, it is now all four Models that, by the way, all have very fine 
edges without an additional elastic band. Miss Perfect puts an end to the prejudice of 
restricting and sweaty shapewear! 

The advantages are obvious or - in this case more likely - on the skin: The high-tech goods 
ensure that the wearer feels fresh even in warm and hot temperatures, as the material offers a 
cooling ventilation effect and high breathability. This regulates body temperature and 
guarantees a sense of wellbeing - and freedom of movement too, of course. The best thing 
about it: The function is permanent, no matter how many washes, it doesn't change anything. 
Further advantages of the easy-care material are its soft feel and the associated comfort. A 
hang tag at the POS makes the advantages of these Miss Perfect styles recognizable for the 
end user. 

A word about the technical refinements that ensure a 'perfect curve position': the body and 
shirt (both available from October) as well as the briefs (available from stock) have a 
sculpting stomach area. In addition, the breasts and bottom are lifted and shaped by shaping, 
supporting molding. The body also has a super soft crotch fastener for comfort, the shirt has 
adjustable straps, and the lower parts have soft leg cuffs with high elasticity. In terms of color, 
there is a choice between skin and black, the sizes range from S to 2XL (38-46). 

With these 'Form & Function' styles from Miss Perfect, summer can come, especially since 
they all contain a high level of UV protection! 
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